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	Vehicle Crash Mechanics, 9780849301049 (0849301041), CRC Press, 2002
Governed by strict regulations and the intricate balance of complex interactions among variables, the application of mechanics to vehicle crashworthiness is not a simple task. It demands a solid understanding of the fundamentals, careful analysis, and practical knowledge of the tools and techniques of that analysis.  Vehicle Crash Mechanics sets forth the basic principles of engineering mechanics and applies them to the issue of crashworthiness. The author studies the three primary elements of crashworthiness: vehicle, occupant, and restraint. He illustrates their dynamic interactions through analytical models, experimental methods, and test data from actual crash tests. Parallel development of the analysis of actual test results and the interpretation of mathematical models related to the test provides insight into the parameters and interactions that influence the results. Detailed case studies present real-world crash tests, accidents, and the effectiveness of air bag and crash sensing systems. Design analysis formulas and two- and three-dimensional charts help in visualizing the complex interactions of the design variables.  Vehicle crashworthiness is a complex, multifaceted area of study. Vehicle Crash Mechanics clarifies its complexities. The book builds a solid foundation and presents up-to-date techniques needed to meet the ultimate goal of crashworthiness analysis and experimentation: to satisfy and perhaps exceed the safety requirements mandated by law.     

       Sets forth the basic principles of engineering mechanics and applies them to the issue of crashworthiness. Design analysis formulas and two- and three-dimensional charts help in visualizing the complex interactions of the design variables.
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Quantum Mechanics for Pedestrians 2: Applications and Extensions (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2013

	The two-volume textbook Quantum Mechanics for Pedestrians provides an introduction to the basics of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Originally written as a course for students of science education, the book addresses all those science students and others who are looking for a reasonably simple, fresh and modern introduction to the field....


		

Atlas of Breast SurgerySpringer, 1999

	Unique atlas on the market that covers both surgical management of breast diseases and cosmetic reconstruction


	International technical standard set by the world’s best surgeons


	Abundantly illustrated
...

		

Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic .NET in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic.NET in 21 Days provides readers with 21 structured lessons with step-by-step guidance to real-world tasks.  Each chapter also contains exercises that reinforce the lessons learned in each chapter.  Tips, Notes, and Cautions provide additional advice from the authors on how to get up-to-speed and programming...





	

Predict Market Swings With Technical AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Predict Market Swings with Technical Analysis
How do professionals on Wall Street earn a living each year by predicting stock prices when efficient market theory claims that stock prices are essentially random and unpredictable? The answer is simple–by using techniques that allow for a stock market that can at times become predictable....


		

The Complement System: Novel Roles in Health and DiseaseSpringer, 2004

	As a phylogenetically old system complement is now regarded as a part of innate immunity. But it is much more than that. It bridges innate and adapted immunity, participates not only in host defense but also in many essential physiological processes, old and new diseases and adverse conditions. Indeed, complement became a term that almost...


		

Cisplatin: Chemistry and Biochemistry of a Leading Anticancer DrugJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	30 years after its discovery as an antitumor agent, cisplatin represents today one of the most successful drugs in chemotherapy. This book is intended to reminisce this event, to take inventory, and to point out new lines of development in this field. Divided in 6 sections and 22 chapters, the book provides an up-to-date account on topics...
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